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A Moving Journal Ongoing 'Expressions of Authentic Movement Volume 1, Number 1 Spring, 1994



To the Authentic Movement Community: Because of a unique connection engendered by our work together in an Authentic Movement group, we began to share creative process work and dreams for the future. Over time, we envisioned starting a journal where the larger COI):lmunity could share experiences and understandings about the work. The response .to our initial plan has brought the community to us in a wonderful and palpable way. It is clear that there is a desire for such a forum, as already authentic movers have sent art, wrifirigs, good wishes and offers of many kinds of helP.. This'response affirms our hope to create a veHicle through which the-community can continue to thrive and nurture itself through explorations in a multiplicity of forms, to r;eflect the many aspects and shadings ofexperience to which Authentic Movemeht'gives birth. Thus we hope.alarge portibn'oflh~ journal will be created by its readers. We urgeyou to join this process in as formal or informal a way as you wish. Art, stories, pri~f quotations ~nd i11sights, essays, po~m,s, &chplarly articles· C>r other writings are all. welcome, i11~luding (in the"future~resp


After considering how to support this project we've decided to publish three times a year and offer yearly subscriptions. If you are interested, please see the subscription form at the back of this issue. Other questions of logistics remain and will be answered according to needs expressed by the community. Please let us know if you are interested in having calendar listings, classifieds or other kinds of advertising. We wish you all the best and look forward to hearing from you. With joy and anticipation, Annie Geissinger Joan Webb Diana Jackson Lynn Garland Paula Clements Sager



\ ~ The human body ·~s better than a wishing gem. Milarepa
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ART AND BODY AWARENESS



outsider. Now the figures seem to have more of a relationship with themselves, to me, to others, to Nature, and sometimes to each other. They are now life-size figures, which makes establishing a relationship easier. My past work was either on a very small or: a superhuman scale. The figures are now on a human scale. I think that Authentic Movement has had an impact here as well, perhaps because I have been able to experience my own personal space and my relationships with others in a very physical way.



by Diana Jackson



I am a sculptor. I make large pieces, primarily figurative, out of clay. The human figure fascinates me because it is an extremely expressive form. For the past four years, I have done Authentic Movement. It has enriched and expanded my awareness and my work in ways I would never have imagined . I would like to share with you what I have learned . The Importance of Process For years my work sprang from my imagination, and I gave it form as fast as possible. I worked quickly and made a lot of pieces. There was always more to do than I could handle, so I was always in a hurry. I could never make enough. Once I began Authentic Movement, I awoke to the pleasure of slowing down into the process. The change of pace came first through my body as I moved.



For the first time, I took the time to feel each movement, as small as raising a finger, or as large as running. The transition from using my body as a tool to experiencing my body as part of a spontaneous creative process was very powerful. When our group did drawing or sculpture after we moved, I experienced the same slowing down into process. What I did with art materials became much more enjoyable, partially because I was much more aware and also because I was not goal-oriented. Gradually my studio work became less rushed, less predicated on product. I became more patient with myself and with what emerged as sculpture. This was frightening at first, but I gradually became more accustomed to it. I was not in total control. I began to trust the materials and myself. Body Awareness My sense of physical self changed dramatically and has affected my sculpture. In the past I have experienced a lot of judgement and self-criticism about my body. As I continued to do Authentic Movement, my sense of physical self became more accepting. Actually it simultaneously expanded into a more spiritual and intensely physical realm. My body began to speak. I became aware of a wisdom which I had heretofore never experienced. My body began to tell me of the pleasure of physicality and the joy of having a body. As I judged less, I enjoyed more. This has led to a different expression in my sculpture. The figures I made in the past were not really present in their bodies. Sometimes they were filled with extreme emotions, but there was not much subtle human awareness. The latest figures have a kind of gentle receptive aliveness and physicality which I attribute to the influence of Authentic Movement. My whole body is more alive now. I trust it. My body participates in the process of creation. Sometimes when I work in my studio, I stop and do Authentic Movellf@nt to bring myself back into focus. Increased Spiritual Awareness My life has always had a spiritual dimension, but it was primarily intellectual and moral. Through Authentic Movement my spiritual awareness began to come from my body and mind at the same time. I seemed to experience an ancient spiritual connection which felt timeless. I began to feel deeply connected to universal forces. I often felt in a state of awe, touched by the power of the moment. Authentic Movement sometimes feels like worship to me, but not the kind I had known
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I continue to grow and change through this work. Authentic Movement is suited to unlocking creative forces which are often not discovered through conventional methods. As an artist, I am very grateful for this . 0



The photos, taken by Joan Webb, represent two of Diana 's works in progress .
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in church. I felt a force moving through me which filled the room. I would like to call it embodied spirituality. In previous years I felt a divorce between mind and body, a divorce which kept the body in a state of mistrust, fear, and judgement. The mind was superior. Now I feel that the mind and the body are becoming one with each other, more intimately connected. My Relationship with My Sculpture My relationship with my sculpture has changed significantly. My original attitude towards my work had been one of distancing myself from it. Criticism and evaluation were my modes of relating to it. I judged it on an intellectual and aesthetic level. If it didn't measure up, I made changes based on my artistic standards. My present attitude is one of greater patience and acceptance. I think I have a more loving attitude towards my sculptures. I try to listen to them and communicate with them. Sometimes I even talk with them. When the sculptures stand silently in my studio, I spend time with them just looking at them, witnessing them, appreciating them. They feel alive to me. I feel a direct physical relationship with them when I work on them. Before, my work seemed more like objects, beautiful and wonderful objects, but often worlds in themselves where the observer was an
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Correspondence and submissions should be sent to Annie Geissinger at the above address. If possible, send submissions on a 3-1 /2" disk in an ASCII file or a Macintosh Microsoft Word file. For the next issue, please send submissions by April 15th. Materials submitted can not be returned. A Moving Journal is published three times a year.
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CONTAINING THE WORK WITHOUT A LEADER



II. SHARING 1HE LEAD By Valerie Angeloro



. What happen~ when an Authentic Movemel;k gr?up works with~ut a leader? The followtng ~rt!cles offer three different perspectives on the process of a well-establtshed group, whzch underwent a dram~a{zc change. when its leader moved away. The group's original leader, Diana Levy, looks at the role of a leader in a (nature group. Valerie Angeloro, a former member of the group, interviewed the members as the basis of a cast! stu(fy i,n Dance/Movement Therapy. In "Sharing the Lead," excerpted from the conclusion of her study, she addresses what helped make the transition to a peer group successful and the results and implications of that success.. Group member Lynn Garland asks how a container for the work can be created and maintained without a leader, and offers the guidelines created by this particular group as a support for their renewed work. These writings may spark some ideas and offer guidance to Authentic Movement groups who wish to work on a basis of shared leadership.



I. FROM 1HE LEADER'S PERSPECTIVE by Diana Levy Does this Authentic Movement group need a leader forever? I periodically asked myself this question as a leader of a long-term weekly group. I sensed'my own desire to change my relationship with this group. I had experimented tentatively and usefully with moving some myself. Although leaving or ending the group was one option, it was not the direction I was imagining until my family decided to move away. I felt very connected to the members of the group. I trusted their ability to hold their own material and to witness one another with sensitivity. Their collective background represented an abundance of training and self-exploration in spiritual, psychological, artistic, group, and body disciplines. The tapestry they created through their interweaving was particularly dynamic and strong. Through the years of weekly work, they had deeply integrated the basic principles of Authentic Movement. It no longer made sense for me to hold the work as I had in the past. In fact, the nature of the container was shifting in an organic way, and it seemep important to pay.·attention to this change. I was questioning myself about the role of the leader in an ongoing long-term group. How was it different than in the first few years? In the therapeutic groups which I had led, the goal was for individuals to gain insight, develop skills, and eventually te~inate their involvement. In contrast, my sense was that ftlis Authentic Movement group could.go on indefinitely. I believed my presen~e as a ~eader was useful, yet I was curious to understand what it supported and what it hindered. I kne\\1' t\lat my presence and the depth of experience I had with Authentic Movement held and challenged this group. Perhaps it added-to a sense of safety which allowed certain material to 'emerge. I also knew from my own experience as a working and· 4



mothering adult that it can be a great relief to have someone else be "in charge" so that there is space to attend to one's own heeds. I understood that part of my role now was to allow them to experience the strength of the container they were able to create themselves. I wondered whether my presence as leader prevented members from fully recognizing the leadership skills and depth of understanding which they possessed. Serendipitously, a path was chosen for our group in my family's decision to relocate. We all wondered what would happen to the-group. I was deeply touched when the members decided to continue despite my absence: Now they would have the opportunity to see what would evolve if one person no· longer held the place of leader. To· leave the group in a position of greatest strength, we 'needed to clarify the roles which I had played in creating a safe container. For the two months before I left, the group worked hard to bring much of what they knew in their bones more fully into their consciousness. We can never know what might have happened had I stayed, what new twist on the form might have emerged. It is clear, however, that my departure, the reformation of the group, and the attention we brought to this transition produced a new and deeper level of integration and ownership of the matetial for this grC?up. 0
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Authentic Movement is ultimately an empowering discipline. The empowerment and commitment of the members of this group enabled them to mak~ the · transition from a single leader to a ~hared leadership group. Moreover, the result of the successful transition was to increase further their empowerment and commitment. Circumstances forced this leadership change to happen to the group sooner than .they would have liked. However, the group had b~n ongoing for several years and 
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They personalized their form. No one was comfortable acting as a sole witness initially, so they defined the forms they used in terms of shared witnessing, whether it was successive witnesses during a movement sequence or two or more witnesses at a time. Although they were definitely uncomfortable with the responsibility of being the sole witness, it was an opportunity for growth. They experimented with differing interactive leadership roles. One member planned to go through leadership training in Authentic Movement and develop her leadership skills. Two others learned to curb their leaderly inclinations and find new ways to share leadership. Similarly, Scott Peck points out: "Communities have sometimes been referred to as leaderless groups. It is more accurate, however, to say that a community is a group of all leaders. Because it is a safe place, compulsive leaders feel free in community--often for the first time in their lives--not to lead. And the customarily shy and reserved feel free to step forth with their latent gifts of leadership." (From The Different prum: Community Making and Peace. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1987, page ('2.) With a secure, firm, well-defined structure the group members were contained and therefore able to explore freely their work. With no set agenda for movement, 'the possibilities were endless. They felt an excitement about the options inherent in the work. They had perinission to be themselves, in whatever form or shape that might take. Each member, curious about where the work might lead, sought out the unique, novel, and unexplored. Commitment in this group flourished by the sharing of common goals and views. They built upon existing form and rituals. They had learned the technique and VOf_abplary. They formulated rules and defined options~ They :Shared the leadership tasks and responsibilities. Always using consensus, everyone had a voice .. They protected themselves by having welldefined boundaries ·and a closed group. A ~ense of comfort and understanding of each other led to intimacy and enhanced commitment. In a sense, the group felt like "home" or "family. These changes reinforced their sense of being empowered. This might have been a natural progression, but the departure of the leader had required them to act decisively.
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III. CREATING A CONTAINER IN A SHARED LEAD GROUP GUIDELINES FOR OUR SHARED-LEAD GROUP By Lynn Garland My introduction to Authentic Movement came in January, 1988 through participation in a group led by Diana Levy in Providence, Rhode Island. Under Diana's leadership the group became a source of rich personal and collective growth. A stable core membership formed and stayed together through several years. Our group faced a significant challenge in 1991 when Diana moved away. We decided together that our practice of Authentic Movement had become too important to us to allow the group to end. Rather than finding another leader to replace Diana, we decided to make the transition to a leaderless or shared-lead group. This meant we had to find a way both to create and hold a container for the group and also be able to follow the path of our own work within that container. This has been a complex and challenging process. In this article, I would like to share the framework and guidelines we developed, which helped accomplish this goal. To begin, I would like to acknowledge gratefully Diana Levy, our teacher and leader, and Valerie Angeloro, a group member who also moved away about the same time. Diana .guided us skillfully through the transition, teaching us, nurturing our growth, and giving us a solid base from which to develop. Valerie conducted two 9o-minute interviews with the group as part of her research for her master's thesis. Her thoughtful questipns provided. ~s wi!h the opportunity to step back and examine the work al)q ou.r,process'from a distance. We found that tal,


Questions We Soug}\t.tP Answer Wf\at is the .container? How .is it created' and how is it maintained? How can we l!)har~ h,. thl,s equaliy, ensuring that no one. becomes. the unofficial leader of the gr~up? How can. we both,hoid the container and move into our own work? How will we resolve conflicts? What are the busi~ess aspects of being a group_ and how wilLwe address them? •
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•
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We understood the "qmtainer" to be the physical, mental, emotional, spiritual, and interpersonal space within which the. work takes place. The container must be reestablished for each meeting, although each experience draws from and builds on what has gone 6



before. We identified these .important elements: remaining true to the form of Authentic Movement, integrating the unique aspects of our group's practice and experience, finding a way to hold the collective experience of the group, and taking care of the business aspects of being a group. Remaining true to the form of Authentic Movement did not require special effort. We were all well trained in the form and practice. Our major concern was finding a way to integrate our unique individual experiences while holding our collective experience. Without one .. consistent witness, it seemed that our collective work could easily be lost as each of us pursued our own work. We also did not want any individual to assume this responsibility as that would have again established a group leader. We believed that the group's best chance of survival was if we all shared equally in the responsibility for its functioning. We decided to write things down to help us hold accurately the knowledge of the form and our collective experience with it. This turned out to· be one of our most important tools in helping us maintain a consistent container over time. Knowing that important knowledge was securely held in a form accessible to all gave us the freedom to gfve- our full attention to the work. It also allowed all members to participate in constructing the framework in which the knowledge would be held. Wheri Oianc;t was still witli us, we identified and wrote down roles and tasks that would need to be filled to take care of the business aspects of the group. As we now functioned by c~nsensus rather thah through the vision of a single leader, we allowed more time to address issues about our overall structure and functioning and developed a written record to help us remember anything felt to be relevant. We'also began to keep a jo'umal in which we recorded the date of each meeting, who was present, and the form of movement that we used. We recorded any significant events and important ideas or understandings .thaf came to light. We have all felt enriched by.the·process of becoming a shared-lead group. Our group today is strong and healthy1 ana we still have our original six members. I iqdude below our writl:eri'guidelines. Please note thafthis information assumes a knowle'dge of Authentic Movement and the basic structure of an Authentic-Mover;nent Group. I hope some of you will find it helpful. I would welcome all comments, questions, or feedback. 0
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Group Members' Commibnents • To follow the form of Authentic Movement. • To attend the group regularly. • To share equally in the responsibility for the group.



)
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Busin~ss



Aspects • All decisions are made by group consensus. • The group runs on 10-week cycles. People planning to leave or enter the group do so at the end or beginning of a cycle. • Issues affecting the group in any way are raised and addressed as soon as possible. Each person assumes responsibility for speaking her or his own truth , even if it feels uncomfortable to do so. The issue is not laid down until everyone feels it is adequately-resolved. • Business meetings can be called by anyone and scheduled before or after a movement session. They can be as short or as long as needed. Even if things are running smoothly, a meeting is held at the end of·each 10-week cycle. • To make sure that the structure is working adequately, check in briefly at the end of each meeting: "Is everything OK enough?" • Assignment for responsibiiity for various group functions takes place during business meeting. • A meeting to lalk about the work takes place about every 4 months. If time cannot be scheduled outside, use part of a regular Thursday evening session. • Any written material generated by the group can be shared outside the group only with everyone's permission. • Members who will be absent from a meeting will let the group know. General Procedural Guidelines • Ail members take responsibility for monitoring their own behavior towards self and 9thers and for maintaining safety within the group. Anyone holding the place of witness has additional responsibility for intervening when appropriate to maintain group and individual safety. • Any personal material shared in the group is confidential and can be shared outside the group only with permission. • fu the opening circle, any mover who is in an emotionally vulnerable place is encouraged to share this with the group. • When a mover is in a place of deep grieving or strong emotional distress at the start of the group, he or she can consider moving with eyes open or sharing the role of
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witness. This is to avoid the possibility of getting into a place that feels ·out of control. • If a mover appears to be in distress, the witness monitors the person carefully. All group members follow their own leading in deciding whether to respond to the person's distress. Movers assume responsibility for their own experience. If you feel like you are getting into trouble, open your eyes and come out of the movement. Make sure to let the group know you are in distress, rather than assume people will know you need help. • If a mover does not come out of movement after time is called, approach the person and offer some sort of contact after several minutes have passed. In trying to judge how long to wait, it is better to err on the side of too soon rather than too late. • When processing, allow the person speaking to finish before interacting or responding. • Allow approximately as much time to process as to move: • When the group was getting used to holding the place of witness, it was helpful to move for short periods of time, such as 15-20 minutes.



Roles Assigned on a Quarterly Basis • Space and Fee Manager: Collects payments; pays rent; takes responsibility for keys; solves problems related to space. • Scheduler: Keeps track of ·10-week cycles; schedules busine~s meetings and meetings to discuss the work. • Manager of Art Supplies: Keeps track of supplies and replenishes when necessary; collects $5 per cycle from each person toward purchase of supplies. • Contact Person: Is notified of any absences; communicates with any visitors. • Recorder /Diarist for each meeting: Records how many af~ prese.n!, name of anyone absent; states what form was used (length pf movement, numbers of witnesses and movers); tecords new ideas or issues that need to be addressed iii business meeting. Anyone is welcome to add to t~e diary. Roles Assigned During Each Meeting • Timekeeper: Signals opening and closing of work. Ritual words of opening are: "Is there anything anyone needs to say before we begin?" Keeps track of time; gives 5 minute warning before the end of each verbal processing time. • Witness: The role of witness is shared by all members and chosen by one or more for each movement.
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Moving into Writing



ONGOING EXPRESSIONS



[Written on the last day of a year-long Authentic Movement Leadership Training Program with Zoe Avstreih]



A Poem of Witnessing



A Poem of Movement Wall where i began i travel across your surface from one end to the other crawling like a wild cat sidling like a cancer crab stalking like a black panther alone connected in numerous relationship to wall to self to other to circle. About to witness i move to the edge of the space but cannot sit down feel utterly compelled to join two women pacing and circling rhythmi!=ally around the room i must follow behind them playful like a child. Their circular pattern and the rhythm of their feet totally captures me i am spellbound i circle i circle i circle i spiral i must keep the rhythm going in my feet soft but steady circling myself circling my bundle circling many circling the circle whirling dervish spinning gehtly circling circling ...



Spiders and inchworms in glowering darkness Penned in the black depths, the sinuous devious



I see my movement in you I feel your movement in me Once we lived in the sea together you and I creatures of the deep we were creatures of the deep we are fins waggle human hands cleanse. Remember the days when we humans and animals spoke? How far we've come close to the edge of oblivion and just at the point of conflagration the clown arrives and laughs at us all for our follies cat woman knows and slithers and whispers "shhh" ...



Laura Hays , Boxborough, Massachusetts



unknowns



At the bottom with worms and bedevilment Crabs and claws aching and pinching Grabbing, pulling, swallowing into the heart of the intestines Coiled and manacled Spermatozoa in first hour of life Throbbing and pulsing inward in-all directions, to the pit in the dark center Ooze and twist Slowly by millimeters Out to a cliff Windswept, a storm A twisted tornado, spiralling, Gathering strength and destruction, ready to spring Dynamite in storage Pulling out there to the cliff Wanting ignition Where is the spark? Give me the flint and rub rocks together Swish into light Burst into song Birth of energy Release down to the double star Explode in fireworks Blind the sky Inhale the madness In-spirit the radicals Thunderous, deepest, Widest, noise upon noise Pressed together into deafening silence. Let it rip and roar, Overpower my senses Splay out from the mild center, the still eye Out to the cornerS o'f't~e universe Filling the band of white galaxy The double nova spilling in:to the reddest hole Allow magic and creep back into babyhood Wild and tender.



I've exploded and written wildly, and there is still time. And I've drawn pictures madly, quickly, and I never feel finished. I ~on't want to be circumscribed by logic and coherence, but just go on and on writing whatever comes. Expand the movement into writing. Feel the presence of the others and the fan. A woman was moving in a slow, grounded twisting, and I had to tum away because I felt it so strongly. Each person here feels like such a truth, a strong statement of suchness. I haven't let myself think of the ending, that I might never see someone again, all my life. ~re they in me for good? Have I taken enough in or do I let them pass by, barely seeing, just nodding my head and saying 'uh-huh' as if I know. But of course I don't. I want all these gifts to go into each cell of my body, so I can be. as beautiful through and through as my daughter's pictures of the thin 


Joan Webb Providence, Rhode Island



Aileen Crow New York, New-York
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SHARING THE LEAD



Lone Session I breathe. My right hand finds my abdomen and rests there on the skin. My benevolent parent/witness is right there. The child feels all the rage and sadness of the last few days. The parent hand is right there; it says, "you did extraordinarily well, you ran out of air and that's not your fault. The place where you were for a long time was a very small box-not your place and definitely not enough air. So let's breathe now." And we do. And we move ana it feels so good. A gest~re arrives of peeling away the. shell from my face and body. From the center of me I pull the edges away. Someone in me is reminded of the Star Trek actors after a long day of work, back in the makeup room, peeling away their faces, masks. I slice the body mask down the middle and step out of it, walking away. My witness is strong. She tells me to turn and take a good look at what I just left. She says to really look at it, so I can recognize it. I turn and I see the school girl. The carcass is a rather rigid shell folded up. The legs have knee socks on them and are very smooth, as is the entire outfit. It is very neat and 'presentable.' The face is strained and has a look of horror on it, a Halloween mask, like she saw or experienced something terrible (was it the schooling



Continued from Page 5



ordeal or the stripping away, I wonder}. The witness says, "look at who you are now." I am this big person. Big everything. Statue of Liberty Big. But I am ve.ry fluid and despite the tremendous power, very gentle. It's very touching. My hair is a bit mussy, and my slouchy clothes are more comfortable than becoming. I look for real. I keep breathing. It feels great to be her again. To my surprise, my thumbs find the middle line where I peeled away the student, and I peel away again. There is a refreshing curiosity present--what other layer is there? What could be beyond this last? With no fear or terror, I expose all my pulsing, red, full-of-light organs. My, they are gorgeous! All in place and vibrating with health. I close up the skin again and peel away again a few times more, showing off all my magnificent organs. There is nothing painful or wrenching here like there was taking off the student. I feel my face and body with my wandering hands. I feel myself.



Germaine Fraser Gn:enwich, Connecticut
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Men Moving [Written at an Authentic Movement weekend for men at Earthdance, led by Andy Gaines and Bill McCully] Snowing outside and_ we move inside. The warmth within. Amazing oceans of rolling and smelling and being and twisting and over and over until there is more and always an explore. Rich soft backs beely;belly thighs we round out the mom~rit with more·al)d more and plenty of time ..All the rich interactions of feet legs butts backs arms shoulders and don't forget the head which we want to forget and let go but is a luscious large ball with an active nose and two ears that sense the moment and others and it can bear weight and push and nuzzle and is furry and loves to be held and to find another fuzzy curly scratchy friend to tousle and press. Two heads together telling from their very tops that the other is there. The wave of a man's body. The unending roll across ·the space into space which is always so full and soft and sn:ong and oxful and bullish but more of a bear unleashed but without claws just long fur that keeps on unraveling and stringing dow_n the back and front and sides and bottom where we can slide and shape and go as the legs interlock to initiate more (or is it new?). action again but always fresh and then the others those powerful smells that are just from here but seem
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Conclusions 1) Commitment to the Authentic.Movement form an~ to each other supports shared leadership. . The group's~definition by consensus of procepures (insuring participat.ion,.group protection from intrusion, safety, uninhibited movement, sharing the reSRonsibility for witnessing, processing, and development of new forms) appears to insure the successful function of the groqp.without a leader. 2) Shared leadership generates member empowerment. The group's unique rituals grew from mutual commitment and in tum emphasized a sense of community. Comrr:tunity took concrete form through sharing leadership functions (witness, honoring others' initiatives, transforming the work space, etc.). This supported personal growth by enriching the process of moving and witnessing. 3) Empowerment further increases commitment. Pleasure in the experience of personal growth, form development, and community functioning reinforced the members' commitment to one another and to the Authentic Movement form.



so ancient as out of some cave where the chants of an ice age still sound full and loud and vibrant as that. great smell that is now spinning about my head, whose head? His and ours together in some grand meeting of anything but our minds, we being long out of their control and just to be with whatever comes up as I swim over him and he me and then our feet and knees and hips intertwine for one last whirl that never seems to end in my mind and on the floor and is out there now.
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Implications The model of shared leadership within the Authentic Movement group has great potential as a form to be utilized by professionals for peer support and growth. As members explore Authentic Movement and share. the le?d~rship, they can empower themselves by leammg the Witness process, by being ·able to trust and. rely on fellow members, by building their confidence a~d being able to bring their expertise into play. This wtl~ promote their individual growth and enoouiage their sense of community. 0



. . "What we are trying to do is to meet--spirit to spmt, moment to moment--without any preconception of what we are meeting, and so paying complete attention to what we're meeting with."· Barry Marshall Providence, Rhode Island
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We welcome su.bs~riptions an_d. donations to help keep A Moving Journal a reality. The subscription rates reflect the act_ua~ cost of pnntmg and mailmg. All other work is done on a voluntary basis. We will follow an annual subscnphon cycle. Your 1994 subscription will include this issue plus summer and fall issues. We thank you for our support. y ~lease fill out the form below and send it with a check or money order to Annie Geissinger, 168 Fourth Street Providence, R.I. 02906. '
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A Witnessing One of my favorite moments in Auth~ntic Movement is the start of a long circle. I step into the studio, wander, sit, wait, watch the others take their places. Feeling the -presence,of the group of witn~sses and the tangible strength of the circle, I sepse myself as part of a much greater whole. llong for this proces~ to be unhurried so that I may bathe lwxuriously, or perhaps sit excitedly, participating in the spaciousp.ess of not knowing. I look out into the emptiness waiting, witnessing this shared space before anyone has claimed . 'the space boldly, or fallen into a heap, or exquisitely slipped in, or entered responsively to the calling of another's movement. For me this journal's beginning holds a place similar to those first movers enter,ing tl}e ~Q:lpty space. Over. many years individual arti1=les, films, books, and presentations have articulately desqiped and explored the form. There has not yet been a container, however, for a large group of us to be present to one another, to share our thoug~ts, feelings, or explorations. My witnessing continues ... I have sat with this work for so long, alone, leading my own groups, being part of larger groups. Slowly over the years the circle of witnesses and movers visible to me has grown. I have waited for further expansion,. but I have been in no hurry. I have enjoyed the fluidity and the sense of
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moving in darkness with all my colleagues. When the call for an Authentic Movem~nt directory came, it seemed to emerge from a collective desire to create a form which could connect the great number of us who care about this work. As it often happens in this work, there were two energetic movers, a woman and_ a man in different comers of the country, for whof!t giving this impulse form was the right action. As it also happens in this work, many of us have benefitted from their heartfelt commitment to community . Now I sit aware that I am in the company of a much larger circle of witnesses. Although they are not visible to me, their presence is palpable. I sepse myself waiting and wondering as i( for a long circle to begin. Now, movers have emerged. This time theya.re in the form of a collective of women who embody and embrace the breadth and soul of our work. As they make the first moves in the empty space, they are offering us a gift that is full of possibility. For me, ana I susped for others, the timing is right. I find myself moved to join th~m to experience the quiet joy and terror of being visible and of waiting to be joined. Diana Levy Ithaca, New York
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